The manuscript you enclose contains a remarkable achievement in the Ramsey theory of Fraisse structures. I recall that Fraisse classes are limits of amalgamation classes (known as Fraisse classes) of finite structures which makes them highly homogeneous mathematical objects (examples: the random graph, the sphere of the Hilbert space, etc). From the highly developed structural Ramsey theory of finite structures one learns about the considerable difference between Fraisse classes that have and do not have 'forbidden configurations' (example: the classes of all finite graphs and the class of all finite triangle free graphs). Upon taking the limit this difference becomes even larger, as the forbidden considerations present considerable new difficulties. The manuscript under review is the first major advance towards the Ramsey theory on Fraisse limits that have forbidden configurations. This is an achievement that deserves further considerations by the Annals of Mathematics.
Reviewer #3:
In evaluating this submission, I am facing a difficult decision! Annals is of course widely considered one of the very few top mathematical journals, if not the top one. On the other hand, the paper solves a difficult and fundamental combinatorial problem, belonging to an area of considerable current interest, and the solution seems to use very advanced means. It is the state of the art in modern combinatorial theory. Also, the paper belongs to a fast developing new area, dynamical theory of groups of automorphisms of mathematical objects viewed through the prism of the combinatorics of those objects. In spite of many remarkable achievements of recent years, I can't yet recall an article in this area being published in the Annals.
The main result of the paper claims to prove a Ramsey-type property of one of the most basic combinatorial objects, a triangle-free graph. While it is known that the triangle-free graph fails the classical Ramsey theorem, it turns out to satisfy a more general version of it, namely, the property of having a finite Ramsey degree.
The classical Ramsey theorem, were it true, would say that every finite coloring of all trianglefree subgraphs of a given finite isomorphism type, Γ, within a universal structure, would contain arbitrarily complex finite substructures on which the coloring of all subgraphs isomorphic to Γ is the same. This fails; however, what is true and was proved by the author, is that one can always find arbitrarily complex finite substructures on which the number of different colorings of all subgraphs isomorphic to Γ is uniformly limited from above. This uniform limit is called the big Ramsey degree of the triangle-free graph Γ.
Many top names in combinatorics worked on this problem for years, so it can be definitely confirmed that the problem is hard and important, and if confirmed true, would be a significant result. This property has gained in importance because of its consequences for abstract topological dynamics (in the sense of Bob Ellis): namely, having big Ramsey degree allows one to constructively describe the structure of the universal minimal flow of the automorphism group of the corresponding infinite structure (in this case, the universal triangle-free graph in the sense of Rado-Erdös).
I would say that, in my view, the article is on the borderline of what may be considered acceptable for the Annals.
